
From Prof. William J. Mitsch, the the editor-in-chief of the journal Ecocological 
Engineering. 
 
Ecological Engineering, the Journal of Ecosystem Restoration, will be pleased to accept 
articles from the 2007 Estonia WETPOL conference for publication in special issues 
from this meeting.  We will be accepting papers in three general areas from the 
conference, each will be handled by a different member of the editorial board: 
 

� Wetland Restoration in Catchments (Jos Verhoeven, Netherlands) 
� Pollution Control by Wetlands (Ülo Mander, Estonia) 
� Molecular and Microbial Advances in Wetland Science (Karin Tonderski, 

Sweden) 
 
After you have prepared your manuscript according to journal guidelines (available on 
Ecological Engineering web site http://ees.elsevier.com/ecoleng/), submit your 
manuscript to the appropriate subject/editor after you log in as an author on our web page 
http://ees.elsevier.com/ecoleng/ 
 
Authors of both oral and poster presentations of the WETPOL2007 are welcome to 
submit the papers. 
 
The deadline for submitting papers to these special issues is December 1st, 2007. 
 
For submission of papers, please use the web site of the journal and choose the relevant 
name of the special issue. 
 
Review papers should be submitted only after consultation with the editor-in-chief Bill 
Mitsch (mitsch.1@osu.edu). Otherwise papers should be on new advances in wetland 
science and engineering. 
 



 
According to the new publication strategy of the journal Science of the Total 
Environment (STOTEN), the special issue of this journal based on the materials 
presented at the WETPOL 2007 symposium in Tartu, Estonia, will consist mainly of 
review papers. Only a few number of high quality individual papers will be accepted. 
Before compiling a review paper in one of the topics of the WETPOL2007 please contact 
one of the four guest editors of the STOTEN special issue: Ülo Mander, Filip Tack, Gijs 
du Laing or Diederik Rousseau. 
 
The deadline for submitting review papers to the STOTEN special issue is January 1st, 
2008. 
 


